HOW TO SCALE AI:
FROM PROOF OF CONCEPT
TO PRODUCTION

This guide is intended to be consumed by anyone with an
interest in making sense of data and accelerating its use.
Data scientists, engineers or chief data officers will find
this guide rewarding and insightful.

Foreword
While the vast majority of companies are aware of the possible benefits of
integrating AI applications to their products and internal business processes, few
are succeeding to do this at scale and see returns on investment. Those that are
stand to achieve a severe competitive advantage.
The following guide tries to pass on a number of hard learned lessons
regarding how to successfully progress from idea to scale, while avoiding
the pitfall of endless proof of concept projects. They should serve as
any business leaders' five basic commandments.
The inputs to this guide come from the real frustrations of data
scientists and engineers trying to drag their organisation
into the 21st century. So, if you are a business leader, take
note! This is what your data science and engineering team
have been trying to tell you, but might be feeling like
they’ve not been heard!
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5 Key Lessons to take
Machine Learning to
Production
Machine learning is helping businesses drive industrywide innovation and it is rapidly picking up pace
with the increasing adoption and maturity of both
technology and the teams that implement them.
Successful implementation can help organisations rise
to increase revenue and drive growth, save time and
cost or improve customer and employee experience.
But all too often, businesses get stuck in the adoption
gap by overcomplicating their move to production.
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The impact of machine learning at scale: The +$100m gap
Only 16% of companies have figured
out how to make AI work at scale
and the difference in return on AI
investments from a Proof of Concept to
a scaled solution averages $110million.1

Furthermore, Gartner reported as part of their Top Strategic
Technology Trends that at least 50% of IT leaders through 2023
will struggle to move their AI predictive project past proof of
concept to a production level of maturity2. This is a gap that
needs be bridged and where The Data Analysis Bureau can help.

US $110M GAP

32%

PROOF OF
CONCEPT

86%

STRATEGIC
SCALERS

The difference in return on AI investments between companies in the Proof of
Concept stage and Strategic Scalers equates to an average of US $110 million.

1

accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-113/Accenture-Ready-Set-Scale.pdf
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2

gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-10-19-gartner-identifies-the-top-strategic-technology-trends-for-2021

At The Data Analysis Bureau, we specialise in
delivering machine learning applications and
solutions, and we’ve encountered the challenges
many business face when delivering AI projects
and worked hand in hand to navigate their
adoption.
With this guide, we want to help you break
through the Proof of Concept Cycle and deliver
AI at scale. Here are our 5 key lessons to help
you deliver successful machine learning & AI
applications at scale:
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LESSON 1:
Deliver value quickly and affordably

Even if it isn’t with the most complex
algorithm, focus on delivering value
quickly and affordably.

Why Deep Learning
How do data science techniques scale
with amount of data?

For many, the lack of good data means
that traditional machine learning models
will initially deliver the same performance.
You can improve the probability of project
success if you focus on advancing your
model to deliver insight back to the
business.

PERFORMANCE

Deep Learning performance doesn’t scale
until you have very large amounts of data.

AMOUNT OF DATA

Deep Learning
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TIME/COST

Older Learning Algorithms

LESSON 2:
Understand the difference
between application and research

It’s key to understand the difference and know when to transition between research and application within a Proof of
Concept. They are complementary but be careful not to confuse one for the other. They require different skillsets, deliver
different results and happen on different timescales.

PLAN

CODE

BUILD

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION

TEST

RELEASE

DEPLOY

OPERATE

CONTINUOUS DELIVERY

Research data scientists are interested in and adept at

On the other hand, application data scientists or engineers are more

developing and optimizing novel architectures and experimenting

focused on implementing, deploying and maintaining known solutions. And

with different algorithms for learning new and different problems.

here, iterative development and continuous deployment are really the key.

Create a rapid value delivery process that is based on clear Technology Readiness levels that you can use to define the point of transition
between R&D and application.
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LESSON 3:
Put the data engineering first

When moving from Proof of
Concept to Production, consider
putting the data engineering horse
before the data science cart.
Don’t underestimate the engineering and
architecture effort required to support
developing and deploying machine
learning for production. All too often, we
see people undertake data science projects,
having not taken care of the required
engineering and architecture effort that

SCIENCE

DATA
COLLECTION

CONFIGURATION

you need to succeed. When in reality,
there can be a significant amount of work
involved in preparing the data, building
pipelines, deployment and maintenance.
Our machine learning development standards capture the different
resources and effort we prescribe to productionise machine learning.
They may serve as a useful guide for you to strike the right balance.
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DATA
VERIFICATION

ENGINEERING

MACHINE
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

ML CODE

ANALYSIS
TOOLS

FEATURE
EXTRACTION

PROCESS
MANAGEMENT
TOOLS

SERVING
INFRASTRUCTURE

MONITORING

LESSON 4:
Start delivering with the data
infrastructure you already have

You can achieve a lot by integrating and modestly extending existing infrastructure and you can avoid unnecessary
bottlenecks. We often start with infrastructure resembling something similar to the below with small iterative modifications.
The focus is on proving the insight can be delivered back to the organization and make the impact to justify the fully
automated cloud architecture.

EXISTING DBs

SIMPLE ADDITIONAL ARCHITECTURE
ML Prototyping
Azure ML Server or even
on your laptop!
Machine learning

RDBMS 1

Unstructured
data

Flatfiles
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Testing
Validation
Deploy

SQL
Process

SQL
MS SQL DB &
tables
(on prem)

MS Model
(stored
procedure)

Power BI
dashboard/UI

Migrate when technical needs demand it, maturity has grown, and value and business case has been demonstrated.
Also, explore proven advanced analytics architectures3 where possible to ease the transition into production and utilize
proven expertise.

3

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/solution-ideas/articles/advanced-analytics-on-big-data
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LESSON 5:
Engage your human workforce

BE HUMAN CENTRIC: Don’t forget
the users of the application.
They can help better define the user requirements to
enhance your solution and advance the adoption of tools
through regular engagement and as solution advocates.
ENGAGE

Your human workforce and colleagues are
users of the system and co-workers of AI in
a digital environment.
DEFINE

ML/AI should enhance and enable by
meeting user requirements.
COMMUNICATE

Understand that AI is not a threat,
communicate benefits.
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAMS

Embed the domain knowledge of
your colleagues with your data teams.
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YOUR KEY TAKEAWAY:
Deploy quickly, often, and at scale
LESSON 1:

Deliver value quickly and affordably
LEARNING 2:

Understand the difference between application and research
LEARNING 3:

Put the data engineering first
LEARNING 4:

Start delivering with the data infrastructure you already have
LEARNING 5:

Engage your human workforce

Key deployment considerations

OPEN ARCHITECTURES

Ensure you have interconnected
data stores and flows for intelligent,
adaptive solutions and which that
you can modularly update with
other components.

MODEL MAINTENANCE

Machine learning models are not
static, maintaining data quality
and model relevancy are key.

AVOID POC CYCLE

Deployment at scale is
key to delivering ROI.

US $110M GAP

32%

PROOF OF
CONCEPT

86%

STRATEGIC
SCALERS

The difference in return on AI investments between companies in the Proof of
Concept stage and Strategic Scalers equates to an average of US $110 million.
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So how can you move from Proof of Concept to prototype and beyond?
At The Data Analysis Bureau, we provide an end-to-end service designed to take you seamlessly from ideation to production.

PROOF OF
CONCEPT

DEMONSTRATOR

PROTOTYPE

MINIMUM VIABLE
PRODUCT

PRODUCTION

EXPLORE
OPPORTUNITIES &
AVAILABLE DATA

TEST &
EXPERIMENT
WITH ML

BUILD &
DEMONSTRATE ML
SOLUTIONS

ITERATE
&
INTEGRATE

SCALE
&
UPDATE

Our delivery framework can help you scale machine learning solutions and cross the adoption gap. With clearly defined
development stages, resource requirements, investments and deliverables, we can help you to deliver intelligent applications
that return value to your business.

Start Scaling AI today – schedule your call
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WHO

About

The Data Science & Engineering
Innovation Company
WHAT

THE DATA
ANALYSIS BUREAU

We develop innovative, bespoke
machine learning-driven solutions
HOW

SMARTER DATA,
BETTER DECISIONS
VISIT US AT
WWW.T-DAB.COM
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Combine data science, engineering, creative
thinking, and commercial skills with the latest
advances in machine learning technologies,
open-source and academic research
WHY

To be at the leading edge of the current
technological revolution

WWW.T-DAB.COM
INFO@T-DAB.COM

Dr Eric Topham

George Hancock

CEO & Data Science
Director

CMO & Business
Development Director

Get in touch now
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